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Abstract
For the prediction of fan noise, the two-
dimensional method has been used in many cases.
However, the accuracy of the two-dimensional method
needs to be assessed against three-dimensional
effects. Therefore, two-dimensional, quasi three-
dimensional and three dimensional theories for the
prediction of pure tone fan noise due to the inter-
action of inflow distortion with a Subsonic annular
blade row have been studied with the aid of an un-
steady three-dimensional lifting surface theory
developed by Namba. 1 . 2 The present study also
examines the effects of compact and noncompact
source distributions on pure tone fan noise in an
annular cascade. Numerical results show that the
strip theory and quasi three-dimensional theory are
reasonably adequate for fan noise prediction. The
quasi three-dimensional method is more accurate for
acoustic power and modal structure prediction with
an acoustic power estimation error of ,;bout i2 dB.
This accuracy seems to be affected not by the sub-
resonance or super-resonance status of the acoustic
modal, but by the reduced frequency of the inflow-
distortion and by Lite inflow distortion radial dis-
tribution. Also, the compact source prediction is
different from the noncompact source prediction by
as much as 15 dB in upstream radiation cases and by
no much as 6 dg in downstream cases, depending on
reduced frequency and interbinde phase.
Introduction
A major source of fan noise is unsteady flows
interacting with blades and vanes. Thm;e unsteady
flows are inlet distort Lwns 3-7 such as etmwSpheric
turbulenee, 8 cross-wind effects, 9 static test in-
stallation wakes, fan in Let boundary layers and the
ground vortices thut are apparent during many
static test conditions, all. of which can produce a
significant levels of noise with a fan or a turbo-
fan. engine. Because these inflow conditions can
vary during Lite course of a test program, and can
vary significantly between static testing and for-
ward flight of an engine, LO
 the evaluation of noise
reduction features using static testing and Lite
extrapolation to flight of static noise levels is
extremely complicated and may prove erroneous.
For flyover noise prediction, source noise
error is only a part of the problem since atmo-
spheric propagation effects and installation effects
also appear to contribute significantly. However,
the study of fan noise sources is an important part
of this problem, and knowledge of the importance
and strengths of possible sources of unsteady flows
described above is particularly important in SOL-
acting a facility for simulating flight behavior
statically. The degree of importance of these un-
steady flows will depend on the particular fan
stage and unsteady flow structure. It is therefore
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important: to correlate the results of various fan
noise calculations with the existing experimental
model data end thereby define the interplay of
scales and intensities in determining noise levels
and to suggest the most fruitful inflow control
strategies. These calculations can also provide
information about fan noise modal structure for
acoustic suppressor design.11
Many theoretical studies of fan noise have
been based on two-dimensional linear cascade
models4-8 , 12- 14 that nave made clear the fundament-
al features of the sound generation process and
have shown the effect of the various factors that
Influence sound source noise. However, it has not
been made clear over what range of conditions those
current two-dimensional theories art , able to pre-
dict the unsteady blade forces and the sound field
for the case of a three-dimensional annular blade
row and for complicated inflow-distortions. The
two-dimensional problem is easier to handle and to
obtain numerical results for; however, comparison
of two and three-dimensional results is needed over
a wide range of parameters and inflow conditions.
The available theoretical results on unsteady
blade forces for a single airfoil in an oblique
gust l5 show that the unsteady lift force amplitude
decreases as the opanwise wave number of the gust
increases. We can inferthen, that three-
dimensional effects will play an important role on
fluctuating blade forces in the case of interaction
with an inflow distortion of large radial extent.
As Tyler and Sofrin l " pointed out, the interaction
field generates many modes with Various circumfer-
ential and radial mode numbers, and whether these
modes propagaten or decay depends utrongly on the
three-dimensional duct cutoff phenomena, Therefore,
the role of three-dimensional effects in Lite pre-
diction of unsteady blade forces and acoustic power
and acoustic modal Structure has to be clarified.
A theoretical analysis of the unsteady force
and Lite total acoustic power in a three-dimensional
annular cascade was carried out by Namba. l Several
ut the three-dimensional effects on unsteady forces
and acoustic power were obtained. However, in his
numerical calculations, the reduced frequency is
treated as a constant Value, without regard to in-
flow distortion circumferential mode number and the
rotational speed of rotor, and so correct numerical
results for rotor-inflow distortion interaction
noise are not presented, Also, in his calculation,
the circumferential and rndial distributions of the
inflow distortion were limited to the case of sim-
ple harmonic distortion.
Therefore, in this paper, a theoretical analy-
sis of pure tone fan noise generated by inflow
distortion-rotor interaction was carried out with
the aid of the three-dimensional unsteady lifting
surface theory developed by Namba, 1 . 2
 accepting as
input various inflow distortions, in order to pro-
diet the forward'and aft radiated pure tone energy
and the modal energy distribution. Special empha-
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Analytical Model (isis is placed upon the clarification of the accu-
racy of available two-dimensional theory for the
prediction of pure tone fan noise due to the inter-
action of inflow distortion with a subsonic annular
blade row, For this study, three-dimensional cal-
culations, two-dimensional calculations (strip
theory) and quasi three-dimensional calculations
are carried out and compared. In the quasi three-
dimensional calculation, two-dimensional chordwise
dipole distributions at several radial positions
are resolved into Fourier-BesseL dipole distribu-
tions on an annular blade row, and then, with this
dipole distribution, the pure tone fan energy and
modal structure in a three-dimene Lon g   annular duct
are calculated. In addition, the effects of com-
pact and noncompact sources in an annular blade row
on pure tone fan noise are also studied.
The procedure and assumptions introduced in
the present study are described as follows. 'the
theoretical model consists of a single three-
dimensional annular cascade rotating rt constant
angular velocity in an annular rigid-wall duct of
infinite axial extent. Thus, the duct end reflec-
tion, the effect of upstream or downstream blade
rows, and the effects of duct area variation are
not considered. These effects except for the last
one, could be included in the solution procedure of
the present study. The undisturbed flow is uniform
axially and the relative velocity ovar the whole
blad(i span is limited to time subsonic range. In
order to make the problem tractable, linearized
theory is adopted; that is, not only fluctuating
quantities due to cound but also those due to the
inflow distortion convected with the be sic flow,
are assumed to be small quantities of the first
order in comparison to Lite mean pressure or the
main stream velocity, respectively.
Fluctuating Pressure Induced. by Rotor Blades Row
Tile theoretical model considered here consists
of a single annular blade row with N blades ro-
tating at a constant angular velocity v4 in an
annular rigid walled duct of infinite axial extent
(Fig. 1). The fluid flow is composed of an un-
disturbed flow with a uniform axial velocity cos
and small fluctuating flows due to the rotor blades
and inflow distortion, The flow is inviscid, of
uniform entropy and hoe no thermal conductivity.
The fluctuation induced by the rotor is assumed to
be isentropic. The fluctuations of the fluid flow
are small compared with the undisturbed floe. It
is also assumed that the fluid velocity relhtive to
the blades is subsoafc along the whole span and
that the blades have no steady load.
A cylindrical polar coordinate system is used
with axes (r,6,z) fixed to the rotor as shown in
Fig. 1. The radial and axial coordinates r and
z are normalized with respect to the radius rT
at the blade tip. Ilia dimensionless time t is
correspondingly scaled with respect to rT/Na•
Then in accordance with the assumptions given
above, Lite continuity, momentum and energy equa-
tions are ambined to give the following linearized
equation2, £y for the fluctuating pressure p
1 D 
2]
go)
where	
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This equution in nothing other than the sceustic
wave equation in till' rotor-fixed coordinate and its
solution must saLLsfy Lite boundary condition re-
quiring that the radlsL velocity vanish on the
rigid wall aurfaeva at the hub and tip radii. In
Lite present approxlomtion, a rigid, thin airfoil
placed In the paricalica Lly fluctuating velocity
field is directly equivalent to a sheet of acoustic
dipoles, or, In other words,. an unsteady lifting
surface. Therefore, a rotor blade row can be re-
presented by N acoustic dipole sheets with Lite
dipole axes normal to the surface. The N acoustic
dipole sheets have a constant interblade phase dif-
ference and are circumferentially equally spaced at
the locations (n. @ + 2jir/N, S) (j = 0, 1, 2,
N - 1). The fluctuating pressure due to the rotor
blade row can be expressed in the form
m m
P (t', e , z)	 P9,P C r , B r i ) ei,	 (3)
	
q 	 p---
Tile calculation procedure is as follows.
First, the periodic velocity fluctuations at the
rotor blades due to the inflow distortion are ob-
tained. Second, in order to enncul the fluctuating
canpoumrt of the velocity annual to the airfoils,
acoustic dipoles are assumed to be distributed over
the surface of Lite rotor blade. Fluctuating pres-
sure and velocity fields induced by the rotor
blades are exptesned through a kernel function in
terms, of the dipole distribution on a blade. The
slantwise distribution of acoustic dipoles is given
as a g ain of acoustic radial mode components and the
kernel function in-resolved into Lite corresponding1-	
modal cumpdnenti. Finally, Lite boundary condition
that Lite fluctuating velocity normal to the sort-
. foil should vanish at each blade surface position
is introduced. By soLving Lite resulting integral
.equation numerically, we obtained the dipole dis-
^. tributlons, which are then used to calculnto the
.sound pressure in Lite far field. Thus, Lite pure
'tone acoustic power and modal structure upstream
and downstream of the rotor are obtained. Tl,e Lit-
'flow distortion Is resolved into its Fourier-fiessel
{	 components, and then the effects of each inflow
_distortion component on the acoustic power is super-
` 	 imposed to obtain the total pure tone acoustic
(	 power. It is worth noting that the same acoustic
I	 mode can be generated by all the inflow distortion
j.	 components that have the sonic circumferential mode
number, even though their radial node numbers are
y.	 different.
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,We p (P4) . eI= denotes the pressure jump across
the blade surface caused by (q,p) mode components
of the inflow distortion, where q and p are,
respectively, n circumferential mode number and a
radial mode number of the inflow distortion.
Ca denotes the axial chord length of the blades,
whicb is assumed constant along the spnn.
(weC**q (gs1)r1/Na is tie reduced fregkency,
Ma -eWalao to the axial Mach number, Pn ° 1 - M7
Is the Prandtl -Clauert parameter and further na,1
is defined by
	
On,L ` ^kn Z - (° + q)2,, fH OaJ/pa	 (g)
Rn(kn,Z • r) and kn 1 are respectively the normal-
ized radial eigen-CuncLion and its eigenvalue,
uhtere n(°vN + a) and L denote the cLrcumrarential
mode number and the radial mode number,. respective-
ly, of a pressure wave.
Tile factor no Z is either a positive real or
a positive imaginary number, Evidently the modes
corresponding to real On 1 are the cutoff waves
that decay In the far-field, while the modes asso-
ciated with imaginary values of On^1 are the cut-
on waves that propagate without decaying. The
critical values of v and t dapeod upon the
.axial Mach number Ma, the rotational speed of
rotor atf , the hub-tip ratio It and the circum-
fcrentinl mode number of the inflow distortion q,
but not on the radial mode number of inflow dis-
tortion p.
Equation (4) can be written In the Fourier-
8essel double series from as follows;
Rn(kn 
Z 
r)
X expll^((n'r(0-ufP t)d•1(nulT iw)(z •C, )Ma/ps-Nn,llz-1'1
Cn 1
(S,q ,P)	 u1T x (nwT +o)) - n • Fn Z(i,q,p)'
111lll
lllll'''"' n ^ 1	 ,	 p°	 ^	 JJJJJJ
Gn Z (t1 q , p,'' uT •s 8n ( z	S dS	 (9)
whereCn Z ( S , q ,P) and Fn,L(S,q,p) are the blade
force coetEicionts defined by
Cn,1(5,q,p) r
`f l°Pq,P(0,S)p1 .Rn{kn,l 'c)I P]dP
	F n
 1(Sr4,P)	 h	 l/P
(10)
which 1s equivalent to
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q,p
(P,S) ° A (P)	 Cn Z (S,q , p) • Rn (kn Z' P)
1°0
° P2 A(P) 
E F
n
 Z(S,q,p) . Rn (knij'P)
Z°0
(11)
Equation (9) expresses the fluctuating pressure as
a super-posiLLan of an infinite number of pressure.
modes which are characterized by the cLreumferen-
tial mode number n(=vN i- a) and the radial mode
number L. Lxpression (9) is convenient for a
modal onalyaiu of the pressure field, but It is in-
convenient for evaluating the near field pressure
for two reasons. First, the aeries expansion with
respect co the circumferential wave number n is
nonuniformiy convergent at the blade surface.
Second, it involves too many blade force coeffi-
cients Gn 'L Q , q ,P) and Fn,L( 3;,q,P)(L - 0, 1,
2, . . ., v ° 0, 1 , 2. . . .) which are also func-
tion, of the axial pasitLon t;. These dif.ficultf-
tien, which may be crucial, especially in n case
Where the unsteady lift force distribution
ppq p (p,a) cannot be specified a priori, were elim-
instad by the method developed by Namba. 2 The
method is founded upon approximating Rn(kn^Z•r)
by a finite series of the Ra (ko 1 •r) in the form
t^1
	Rn(kn Z•r)	
t ` 
8n Z k Ro (ko 
k z).	 (12)
L „
k 0
The number L of retained terms should be appro-
priately large. with this method, equation (4) can
be rearranged to obtain
0111GIN UALITY
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Co,k(S$q,p)'Kf'k(r,0,z/S r9) dF.
° 
fCa/2
a/2
(19)
'Ilia kernel function Kpk(r,t) , z/S.q) is governed by
the parameters N, tor, h, q, Me, -, a and [.,
KI'k can be resolved into three ports; K p (^')
(proppaCating part), V.P("k) (singular part), and
Kp (^) (regular part).
Fluctuating Velocity Induced by Rotor Blade Row
The fluctuating velocity q(r,0,z) e itt eau
be obtained by integrating the linearized Sular's
equation of motion as follows;
z
_ 1 a -lax.	 aLwz LtiT (r,u, z)] dzPCQ
	
	 0-00 olrz , (14)
.w
where Vo denotes the fluid density in the +ln-
disturbed State and Q o Wa' j7r 2 is the Velo-
city of the undisturbed fluid relative to the
bladoo. Cemhining equations (4) and (14) leads to
tho expression of the fluctuating veldt Lty in terms
of the blade force made cogfficicnts. Then the up-
wsab component q(r,,,,z) a at can be expressed in
the following form
g r(r,tl,%)	 1^IQ rNr
C /2
a L- L
x	 Ca k(l,q,p)
qp-w p'-w	 k-O '
-Ca/2
'KTk(r, 3 ,z/S , q ) d S •	 (15)
The upwash kernel. function contains parameters of
N, h, q, cur, a, and L• 'rhe detailed express ton
far Lite kernel function KTk are given In Appendix
I. As shown, KTk in divided into three parts the
same as iTk; the propagating part KTQ , the
singular part K 'r ( ^n ) , and the regular part KT (p .
lite singular part KTW possesses sLngulari LICS at
the lifting surface.
Inflow Distortion
In this paper the inflow distortion is assumed
to have only an axial velocity component (see Fig.
2). If a Fourier- Bessel analysis or the arbitrary
shapes of inflow distortion is carried out, the
following axial component of external fluctuating
velocity is obtained.
wa a (r,0's,t) = ca•Wa E Aq (r) • e Lq(0-airt) (16-1)q..w
= t a Na 
L L B •.g (k 'T)
q= -w p= "w q , p 4 9,p
X c ig(0-Wrt)	 (16-2)
where q and p are respectively the circumfer-
entLal mode number and radial mode number. to de-
notes a small quantity which is the ratio of the
external fluctuating velocity to the basic flow
velocity. Since the upwash component of external
fluctuating velocity is given by
S
q t w = we a"4r*r/ 1 + wTr`	 (17)
then, one can express the upwash component of the
external fluctuating velocity on a blade surface
0 = alrz by
r
Cgr , w7 o
=ulrz =	 1 + a)Tr2
One easily sees that the reduced frequency uCa
and the interblade phase angle 2nalN of inflow
distortion sensed by the rotor blades are given by
	
w.C"
 = q,Ca • u}r	and	 or = ndi - q	 (19)
where the integer m is chosen ao that JZY a/NIGr
is satisfied. Le follows from equation (6) thou
the Fourier coefficient Bq p can be determined
from the nxial distortion velocity we a by the
relation
/r 21t	 1	 w	 6)
Bq,p = 21t 
J	
1, r. Rq (k 
q ,
 
per) 
c.ta 
(r,
.^° 
eig0 Jr d0
D	 h
(20)
It is convenient to SuppoSe that the distortion
	
velocity call 	 expressed as the product6
wa.s(r,J)
a n
then
Bq,p = aq.bp
	 (22)
where
a4 = 2I J 2m e"Lq§ .. e l (&) do	 (27)0
and
byf 	 r • Rq (kq p •r) • F I (r) dr
h
/• 1	 (24)
4
G	 ^
,
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^^	 I
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When the inflow distortion can be represented by
N Gaussian profiles (for N ° 1, 2,	 .) In the
circumferential direction.
- (2'tr 11 2n J 
\1^2 [N 27 < it < I 1 21r0 (d) ^ exp1	 (02)2	 for J-0, 1., 2,	 •, N-1
(25)
We find that
r 2222,o
-N q.em q 02 Ne •erf(2N0 2a	
+ lga'02)
4
0 otherwise	 for q - 0, ;IN,s2N.
(2G)
Oatonnlnation of Acoustic_pi molc Distribution
In the previous sections, the fluctuating
pressure and velocity induced by the rotor blades
have been represented In ternls of the acoustie di-
pole distribbtion, namely, the unsteady lifting
pressure .'P(r,z) e iVL an the bladen. Tba acous-
tic dipole distribution Must be detrnnined so Clint
the normal component of the TelatiVe fluid velocity
should vanish at the blade surfaces, ilcrefore,
thu upwaall component ,1 the external fluctuating
velocity q.tw must becanoalied by tbo Induced
upwash velocity gr(ra••,z) cast at the blade sur-
fnees; thnt is, for ^zi = ea/2,
gl(r'wrzjz) aiux ,D
 [q ,w]	 ° 0	 (27)
 0-ukz
Combining equation (27) with equatlons (1") and
(18), we obtain all 	 equation lur the un-
known acaustLC dipoia Cu k(t,,9,
 
P) in the Conn
C"/2
lN F, r^ 9n
V.,
	
(lo,m,,K`r,'P ;il11z,z- t,q)
q 11 	
/2
	
-11q ,P Aq(k'I,p•r)miC•e igolC1 	 0	 (28)
where
2
Co m(^ A,P) Co, m(5,9,P)/.	
a n	 (29)
We adopt file following alethod to cbtain neouatic
dipole distribution train equation (28). Tile ccor-
.dAmten f and z are Lrnoa Colored into angle
variables 'CL and T2 such that
S - - (un/2 ) .Los 1p1
z - -(Ca /2)-Cos q?2	 (70)
where
q) 1 - (r ' 1)a1N,
(r - 1, 2,	 „ N)	 (31)
q+2 - (2r - I)tr/2N
N is tho number of chordw Lao acoustic dipole points
hril is also the chordwise boundary points on a
blade.	 O a kk (l,q,p) are rupresented by
C_	 1/
Go k(4,9,P)	 0ok(q'1r4,D) \I sin T l)	 (72)
The quantity Cok(W l ,q,p) is calculated from equa-
tion (28) by a collocation method, The solution is
assumed tosatisfy a Otte condition at the trail-
ins edge I. o., C,, k(tr,q, p) 	 0.
Fare Tone Acoustic Power
The pure tone fail noise is composed of a fizito
number of propagating pressure modes which depend
on the parnmecers v, ', q, all , Die and h, Using
equation (0), we can obtain the expression for
sound pressure
a 112 \)1
Fz (r,",:) " ' n2Wu ^ / ,gn(kn l.r). al(n0^a#z)
Lu^ 
'^^ccTT ,
X Up3(,L,q)•n	 ei(vint)Naii,t 	 (07)
llere the suffixes + and - d000to the sound wnves
propagating forward (downt;Lrenm) and backward (up-
arream) respectively, and IIP i; (n,i,q) denotes the
nondlmensionai pressure amplitude III 	 Coal)
acoustic modo, which is given in Lite noncompnct
source case by
1
ry ``) II'u^rui	 _ n
'rll',1(n,L,9) ° 4ppa 	 I lln L It t,n,k	 Iln L Cn,lakJ
a LLLCCC
JJJ LLL ,	 a
k-
x J n ECp k(S, q , p) •exp [-i(n.3 + ne}r)-Q d(
On/z
	 It
(34-1)
while in the case of a compact source
N	 (I'^1'aJ:	 _	 nIIF	
41rP2	 Liln L Un,L,k (Ir^ Via,L,ja	 '
x / n	 "oak(5,9,P) dlr	 (04-2)
Ca/2	 p
Further ct^., given by
5
I	 11.1=
,
at = Z (nwT + w) T. I nn 1I	 (n + q)T T Ina,Ll
P o	 Ps
(35)
denotes the axial wave number per length rq.
Corresponding to each circumferential made
number of inflow distortion, the circumferential
acoustic mode numbers n (namely v) which can pro-
pagate are decided with equation (8). The pure
tone harmonic number corresponding to each mode
number n is not v, but v+m, where m is ob-
tained from equation (19). The inflow distortion
radial mode number p has no influence on whether
or not the fluctuating pressure caused by the in-
flow distortion-rotor interaction can propagate,
but it affects the amplitude of pure tone fan noise.
Therefore, we need to sum all sound pressures cor-
responding to each circumferential made number q
and radial mode number p of the inflow distortion,
in order to obtain the pure tone fan noise caused
by the arbitrary shaped inflow distortion.
From equation (15), we can get the expression
of the propagating axial fluctuating velocity in
the following form,
n le
wn,P(r,0, z). 2a^`zt+(nmT +w)'En (kn 1•=)
q u-11I
X eI(n0+atz) , IIPt(n,L,q) cL(v+m)NTt	 (36)
Following Morfey-s approagh , l8 the axial component
of the sound intensity Lilt of pure tone fan noise
	(harmonic number J . 1, L ' 3 0 .	 .) referred to
the duct•-fixed coordinate system is obtained in the
form
Lit . (1 i• Ma) (pj wj) + (Wa/po"o/ \i, I)+ po 
\
s (wj2/
/ 	 (37)
L! L.i ta' po a 'R	 ,n (kn L 'r) ( "wT + m) Pa
999 =°L 1=0 
X I°n,1I InPt (n, 1,q)I 2/8 [% + (n T + w)] 2 	(38)
where ( ) denotes "t time average value. Also,
of course, p and W in equation stand for the
cereal parts of the original complex forms of p and
W.
j. Therefore, the dimensionless acoustic power
Et with respect to each pure tone fan harmonic
(for example j - +m=tl corresponds to tat harmon-
jic) is obtained by
1	 2n	 1
gt . I r•dr 1 Iz d0 (4 po a s arT2/h	 0
[^ ^^
n
--
2
++ ^Is
° L L F, 
EIt (n ,1,q )	 (39:
q n=n l 1-0
6
where
EIt(n,l,q)
hlpt(n,l, q )I 2 02(nT+w)I no, 1I'("+nT+w)2 (40)
EIj(n,I,q) is the modal component of the dimension-
less acoustic power.
A two-dimensional cascade caiculatLon 16 ob-
tained as the limit of Large cylinder radii. In the
notation of this paper, this limit corresponds to
h -• 1 and N -• m simultaneously, while keeping
2,,/(NCa l+u2) = e constant at each radius of the
annular blade row and q/N - constant, whore t is
the pitch-chord ratio and q/N is the'ratio of in-
flow distortion circumferential wave length to
cascade pitch.
In the quasi three-dimensional method, first,
the chordwise unsteady farce distributions (namely,
acoustic dipole chordwise distribution) are calcu-
lated at L numbers of radial positions from hub
to tip using the two dimens Lonnl cascade calcula-
tion, Second, those dipole distributions on a
blade are resolved into Fourier -Eessel form with
equation (11) and then tlhe pure tone fan noise and
modal structure in three-dimensional annular cas-
cade are computed from equations (39) and (40).
Numerical Results
The numerical calculations are carried out in
this paper for two different rotor configurations.
Their geometric parameters are given in Table I.
The fan denoted case No. I has a High tip-speed and
a large number of blades, while the No. 2 case fan
has low tip - speed and a small blade number. Under
these conditions, the pitch-chord ratio 5, the
stagger angle r, and the ratio of the relative
flow-vuloeLty to the axial flow velocity Q/Wa
vary along the span as shown in Fig. 3. Reduced
frequencies of blade force on the blade due to an
inflow distortion in cases No. 1 and No. 2 are cal-
culated an KL =-0.136 q and k2 = 0.272 q, re-
spectively. The pure tone acoustic power has been
computed for different combinations of the circum-
ferential mode number q and the radial distribu-
tion of the inflow distortion. In order to clarify
the three-dimensional character and the accuracy of
available two-dimensional theory, the results are
compared with those of the strip theory method and
the quasi three-dimensional method.
The finite series approximation of L - 7 and
M - 6 were used for the calculations in this paper,
In accordance With the increase of circumferential
wave numhar q, the number of propagating modes
(n,L) increases, and therefore the accuracy of the
calculation of the KT (^) term in equation (15)
seems to decrease. In the three-dimensional cal-
culation, the degree of accuracy seems to be great-
er than in the two-dimensional calculation, because
the three - dimensional calculation has three-
dimensional effects in the radial direction. So
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^tha calculation for n large ulmbur of propitiating
acoustic modes will require an increase in M.
Acoustic Power Variation with Clratunf erotic inl Made
Number of Inflow Distsrtion
In Fi g . 4, tine dimensionless natal acoustic
powers from the 3-D calculation of the upstream and
downstream propagating sound waves are plotted
against the circumferential male number q of the
Inflow distortion. The coefficinut Aq in equa-
tian (16-1) was hold constant over all values of
q and the radius. In this seetiai, we dincuas the
a•.j.-rical results for the noncompact source case.
.toe die . Kalonlcso acoustic power, at q - 10 agrees
with tfk, Nomba'a reatlts. L however, acoustic power
levels et other values of q are different from
Nemha's results, because In Nambo l o calculation t1w,
iredueed frequency is assumed no constant without
'regard to the variation of q. In the upper part
^of Fig. 4, the variation of the gnnernteu acoustic
modes with the inflow tliutorLion mode number q to
shown. In the notation (v l ,^) VI corresponds to
the harmonic number of the pure tone and I corre•
spends to the radial mode nurlbor of the acoustic
!mode. Therefore the eircunicrencial mode number of
the acoustic mode n is calculated wtth tine eque-
^tlon n	 v1N •q where N is tine blade number and
q is the circumferential meJe number of the inflow
distortion.
i
Figure 4 allows that the number of acoustic
modes increanus with an increase in q. The seens-
tic powers of both upstream and downstream propa-
gnLing sound waves are largest at about q = 30,
lhis region of largo acoustic power corresponds to
a large number of lot harmonic acoustic medea. in
Fig, 4, it In Scott that the total acoustic power lit
downstream propagating waves in higher than that )1
upal.ream propagating waves in Like whole range of q.
Figure 5 shows the variation of fundamental
pure tome compinu•nL with circumferrntinl wave rem-
her q of inllow, distortion for case No. 1. For
values of q less than 20, the tundanivntal tone
accus Lle power level of duwnstream propogatiny, woven
Is higher than th:m oI upstream propagating waves,
but for values of greater than. 20, tht p tendency is
reversed. Total acoustic power 1111 11 the ncaltstic
power of Lilt, fundamental pure tone for ca p e No. 2
are shown in Fi lls, 6 and 7. The total acoustic
power radiated dolmarruam is hip,her than that rsdi-
stad npaLredm, while for the fundamental pure tone
the downstream acoustic power is sometimes lower
and sonmtinu •s higher than the upstream acoustic
power.
I
'Compact and Noncomnact Sources
in figs. 4 to 7, comparisons are made between
the compact source prediction based on distributed
.sources only along a line in the spanwise direction
(compact source) and a rigorous predictiou based on
distributed sources along both the airfoil chord
:!and span (noncompact) for the upstream and doun-
stream propagating sound waves. '111c divergence of
the compact and noncompact source predictions lit
both tine upstream trod downstream propagation cases
is considerable, especially in the lower reduced
k frequeney range for small values of q. This ten-
dency is similar to that observed. by KajL 12 in a
two-dimensional cascade. Ilia maximum acoustic
power difference is 15 d6 in the upatrenm case and
6 dB in the downstream + v. ilia degree of differ-
once decreases as the reduced frequency of the
blade forces Lncroasas,
At the higher reduced. frequencies, the unstendy
forces on the blade are concentrated near the land-
ing cdgu and so the phnne variation of source in
the cliordwtso direction is small. In addition, in
the downetrcam direction, the wave length of sound
is stretched due to fluid flow and theroforn the
ratio of wave longth of sound to the chord length,
a retarded time offoat, is smaller than in the up-
stream case. Ttnerafora, the difierence in acoustic
power between noncompact and compact sources is loss
noticeable in downstream case (sec Fig, 5).
In the case of. the fundamental. tone (Fig. 5),
the downstream acoustic power predicted by the com-
pact source model is higher by a maximum of 7 dg
than that of the noncompact source madal and they
approach ona anothur in tiro higher source reduced
frequency range. fn the ups trema case, the acous-
tic power level of tits .ompoct .source prediction is
considerably higher than that of the noncompact
source predie L}on in the low reduced frequency
range, but in the higher reduced frequency range,
the acoustic power of the latter is higher than
that of the former by savdral dB.
Figures 4 and 7 for case No. 2 also show that
the acoustte power difference betuean compact and
noncompact sources in smaller than Lit case No, 1,
but still appreciable..
Acoustic rower Variation Due to In f low OLatortion
Radial Distribution
	Figure  b(o) and (b) ail,	 he acoustic power
	
variation Of Lhe fuodamea Lal 	 for upstream and
	
downstream propagation. 'ill, 	 ,'ulatians were for
case No. l using Linn J-D mode:. In these tlgueen,
acoustic powers tor 5 cones at Lof low ilia tortiun
radial dislribu LLon tire shown. The 5 cased ere lei'
Inflow diatu• Llann with radial extents of B, 25,
42, 07 and 100 percent of the spot-: from Starting
from Lltc hledu ttp (ere sketch in rig. B). 111erc
figures. show that nt low vnlucs of q, 7111 of Like
upstream aceutic power is genorriod by Lilo outer
25 pk! VCrnL of blade-inflow dintortibt Lntnractlun,
At higher vnlucs of q, the 25 percent of blade-
Inflow JlatorLion Lntoract Lon still accounts for
eVer half of tilt' acouatic power. For the down-
stream wave a almllnr behavior wns observed that
involved the 42 percent of blade-inflow, distortion
interaction.
Modal Structure
Figures 9 and 10 allow the varia Lion of radial
nladu level for the fundamentalpure Lone nolse for
various values of q for both cases No. 1 and No.
2. It is seen thnt the ac5datic power in the first
radial mode is generally .nigher than that in the
second radial mode.
In the case of upstream propagation, for cnae
No. 1 (Fig. 9(a)) the acoustic power of the first
radinL mode is higher than second radial mode, by
more than 7 dli for q less than 40, In case No. 2,
(Fig, 10 (11)) the second radial mode level is close
.	 ^	 t
c	 3e	 1 x
	
+ t
	 ,v.:<
to the first radial mode at q - 12 and 16, however,
for all other values of q, the former is lower by
about S dB than the latter.
in the case of downstream propagation (Fig.
9(b)) case No. 1 shows that the second radial mode
level is lover by more than 3 d g than first radial
mode level. Other radial more levels are lower yet
than second radial mode level. In case No. 2
(Fig. 10(b)) the second radial mode level is lower
than the first radial component level except in the
range of high reduced frequency. Therefore, in
almost the entire range of q and for both up-
stream and downstream cases, it seems that only the
first radial mode might be enough for acoustic
liner designs if suppression requirements are mod-
est.
&curacy of Two-Dimensional Method for pure one
Fan Noise Prediction
Comparisons are made of the acoustic powers
calculated from the three-dimensional method (3-D),
the two-dimensional method (2-13) and the quasi
three -dimensional method (quasi 3-1)), in order to
clarify the three-dimensions) effects and the accu-
racy of the two-dimensional method for fan noise
prediction. Figure 11 is for case No. 1 and Fig.
12 is for case No. 2.
Numerical results for both upstream and down-
stream total acoustic pt,%vr for case No. t (Figs.
11(s) and (b)) show that the Acoustic power difter-
ence between the two-dimensional and throw-
dimensional calculation is less than 3 dB, the
quasi three dimensional calculation results ba-,cd
upon the two - dimensional unsteady force are as
close to the 3-D results as are the 2-D results.
Results for the tundainet%Lal pure Late (Figs.
11(c) and (d)) show that, the level ^tifferencrs be-
tween 2-D (also quasi 3-0) and 3-D are smaller than
for the total acoustic power. This is true for
both the upstream and downstream waves.
For case No. 2, Fig. 12(a) shows the upstream
total aeottsti.c power diffetence between t-D and 2-D
to he About S dB at some values of q, but the
acoustic power difference between 3-1 1 and quasi 3-1)
is less than n d0. For the donmatream wave (Fig.
12(b)), the total acoustic power ditivrence Is
generally L ds or less in the region hetwern q
and q 24. Figures 12(e) and (d) show similar
close Agreements for the fundamental tone.
The survey based on the Above data indicates
that the quasi 3-1) method may be used for pure torte
ton noisy prediction with an Acoustic power esti-
mation error generally less than 12 dB.
Comparison ,f Medal Strnc Cure _lletwoon _ 1-D and Quasi
3-D Moth ids
Figur: 13 i'sluwa the coma arison between modal
structure of the fundamental pure tone based on 3-D
and that bared on quasi 3-1) methods. Figures 13(a)
and (b) are for case No. t and show the upstream
and downstream cases, respeo:tively, while, Figs.
13(c) and (d) are for case No. 2 	 In both cases,
No. 1 and No. 2. the Agreement of eeaustitc powers
of corresponding acoustic males between 3-D and
quasi 3-D methods is good. In both rotor cases,
the acoustic power difference of corresponding
acoustic madam is lass than 3 dl,, and In the region
of low reduced frequency, the power difference
approaches zero. In accordance with these numerical
results, the quasi 3-D method also seems to be ad*-
quart for acoustic modal structure prediction In
the three -dimensionsl annular fan -- inflow distor-
tion interaction problem.
.;,oncluding Remarks
Comparisons are made among the predictions
based on three -dimensional theory, strip theory and
quasi three-dimensional theory, in order to clarify
the accuracy of available two-dimensional theory
for the prediction of pure tone fan noise due to
the interaction of inflow distortion with a subsonic
annular blade row. Tile theories were derived with
the aid of an unsteady three -dimensional lifting
surface theory developed by Nambs . l loth compact
and noncompact sources were considered. Several
numerical calculations were carried out and the
following results were obtained.
1. Tile compact source prediction in a three-
dimensional annular blade row can overestimate the
upstream radiation by 15 dB and the downstream radi-
ation by a dB. The degree of overestimation depends
on blade row cltaracteristies and reduced frequency
and interblade phase due to inflow distortion.
This result itrytlias that noncompact source effects
must be considered.
2. The upstream radiation seems to depend
heavily oil
	 tip region. of blr .te-inflow distorti vt
Interaction for both upstream and downstream cases.
The extent of zpanwi.e contribution to the sound
was greater in the .lownstream case than in the up-
stream case.
3. The numerical results show that for acoustic
liner design the consideratiout of only the first
radial acoustic mode is enough when only modest
suppression is tteele.l.
L. Strip theory and quasi throe-dimensional
theory 'used on the two -dimensional calculation of
unsteadv forces are reasonably Adequate for tan
noise prediction. Me quasi three-dimensional
method is more accurate for acoustic power slid for
modal structure prediction, with an acoustic power
estimation error of 12 dB or less.
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Appendix - Kernel Function KTk
The kernel function KTk is o;o posed of the
three parts k-T T . AT tk ) , and A"T t ^ . which are
given as follows;
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TABLE I. - FAN PARAMETERS
i	 Case 1	 Case 2
Rotor blade number, N	 40	 15
Axial chord length,
dimensionless, C	 0.05418	 0.25836'
Rotor speed/axial glow
speed, mr	 2.474	 0.627
•	 Rotor relative Mach
number,	 0.934	 0.865qqq	 ,
Axial flow Mach number,
qq	 0.35	 0.596
Hub/tLp ratio, h	 0.4	 0.46
^,F Y^u^t Qlipyi'C^0
I	 .
11
I	 ,
t	 f
i
u	 v
^wr	 ^.I	 e	 n	 i
Figure 1. - Analytical model and cylindrical coordinate system.
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Figure 3. - Radial variations of stagger angle y. pitch-
chord ratio S and velocity ratio QIW d of the rotor.
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Figure 13. - Comparison of modal structure of fundamental
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